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It is obvious that the issue here is the ratio of the ability to analyze and establish 
cause-and-effect relationships with the ability to quickly process incoming information 
and switch from one subject to another. The task of finding an ideal proportion between 
given properties is quite difficult. In fact, people of the new cognitive style are not 
intellectually inferior at all - on the contrary, they perfectly possess many of the skills 
they need. They just fall out of a linear text oriented culture.

The phenomenon of clip thinking, in its essence, in many ways collides with the 
concept of cognitive style; "differential-integral" cognitive styles are associated with 
individual features of understanding the educational material, for example, it is 
necessary to divide the material into short meaningful fragments and present specific 
work requirements for students with a differential cognitive style, an attempt to present 
a set of methodological recommendations for organizing work in class taking into 
account cognitive styles, which would allow not only to help a student with any style 
to fully master the material, but also to develop his capabilities.

The question here is the ratio o f the ability to analyze and establish cause-and-effect 
relationships with the ability to quickly process the information one finds, to switch 
from one subject to another. The task of finding an ideal proportion between given 
properties is difficult to imagine. If  it is accepted as an axiom that in the modern world 
the value of knowledge is determined only by its use in practice, the only criterion for 
assessing this proportion can be considered the purpose for which this knowledge is 
acquired. It is obvious that in the information environment in which a modern person 
lives, the ability to quickly switch and process information is extremely necessary. A 
reasonable question arises here - isn't the attempt to return to traditional text-centric 
pedagogy an attempt to "pull" today's reality under an already dying education system 
that does not correspond to it? What can traditional education contrast with the 
network? Social networks, which continue their victorious march around the world, are 
increasingly integrated into the educational process - special communities are created 
where all kinds of manuals, lectures, video and audio materials are posted, students ask 
teachers to send assignments to the same place, because this method is more convenient 
than even e-mail. In this regard, it seems more progressive not to fight against the 
spread of a new type of thinking, but to try to gradually rebuild the educational process 
in accordance with new requirements, integrate innovative tools and methods into it, 
increase the degree of involvement in it, divide classes into blocks for better learning 
material, switching from one type of activity to another. If  the last conditions are met, 
however, it is necessary to sum up at the end of the lesson, logically connecting the 
mentioned blocks. The need to implement these methods is due to the same types of 
perception common among young people - visual and kinesthetic. Many modern 
students approach higher education from a purely practical point of view, which is 
facilitated, among other things, by the integration of higher medical educational 
institutions into the Bologna process, which involves the introduction of a modular 
rating system of assessments. Students pay less and less attention to subjects that are 
not relevant for them (general education block). The advantages of competent training 
manuals made using this method are indisputable in today's situation, but one should 
not forget that the creation of such manuals includes preliminary processing of 
information, that is, it assumes that someone still works with the original source. This
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later, giving priority to doing things that give more pleasure or a faster result. 
Procrastination is delaying or postponing a task or decision and is often conceptualized 
as impaired self-regulation. The phenomenon of procrastination attracts more and more 
attention of researchers and psychologists all over the world. About 95% of adult 
Westerners admit to procrastination, while a quarter of them note a tendency to chronic 
procrastination. It is noted that over the past 30 years, the number of people abroad 
who identify themselves as permanent procrastinators has increased by almost 20%.

Modern living conditions require a person to work in multitasking mode. The 
development of information technologies, the availability of the Internet cause the 
phenomenon of procrastination in the youth environment to become increasingly 
pronounced. Most psychologists associate this phenomenon with the accelerating 
scientific and technical progress, with increasingly tight deadlines for the completion 
of works and increased requirements for their quality. This phenomenon is more 
characteristic of citizens of technologically developed countries. It is noted that "white- 
collar workers" (mental labor specialists) are much more prone to procrastination than 
workers engaged in physical activity. The modern world is changeable and requires 
mobility, flexibility, the ability to act under conditions of uncertainty, and a high level 
of self-organization. Global changes in the conditions of life and work in a saturated 
information environment force us to optimize the usual ways of perceiving 
information, set new tasks of an adaptive nature that every person can cope with. As a 
result, phenomena that threaten the psychological well-being of members of society 
arise and intensify. The essence of the "procrastination" phenomenon is that, while 
maintaining visible activity, human activity ceases to be productive. The sheer amount 
of procrastination is significant, with students reporting that it typically takes up more 
than one-third of their daily activities. Although a person understands the importance 
of planned tasks (work, study or household), he postpones their implementation until 
the last moment, and time is spent on extraneous, insignificant, and sometimes simply 
mindless activities (watching TV series, playing computer games, wasting time in 
social networks, "higher" cooking, etc.). Procrastination should be distinguished from 
laziness. A lazy person does not want to do anything and does not feel any anxiety 
about this matter. A procrastinator, on the contrary, would be happy to do something, 
but he does not manage to start. Procrastination should not be confused with rest. 
During rest, a person is filled with new energy, and when procrastinating, on the 
contrary, he loses it. Such a trend threatens the very idea of higher education — the 
personal and professional formation of a specialist, which is programmed by 
educational activity even at the undergraduate level of education. The negative 
consequences of procrastination are manifested not only in a decrease in success and 
productivity of activities, but also in acute emotional experiences caused by one's own 
failure, feelings of guilt, and dissatisfaction with the results of one's activities.

The rational distribution of the individual's time in his life is a manifestation of 
timeliness — the most important quality of the personality that is acquired and 
developed in the process of life. The timeliness of development in certain life stages 
and the timeliness of personal mastery of one's profession are determined by the need 
to adapt to the course of natural, biological and social processes. At each stage of 
professional and personal development, goals and deadlines for their implementation
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